Congratulations on your purchase of a Revoluxion recliner! Each Revoluxion recliner goes through an extensive quality control inspection to ensure your recliner is of the highest quality.

Your Revoluxion recliner was designed with both form and function in mind. To avoid any potential injury or malfunction please read all instructions carefully before assembly and operation of your new recliner.

**Step 1: Carefully open the box and verify that the below listed parts are included:**

- #1 Recliner Back
- #2 Recliner Seat
- #3 Recliner Base *
- #4 Recliner Handle

* Base may vary in appearance by type

**Step 2: Attach Base and Release Handle**

**Attach the Base**

A) Turn the recliner seat upside down on its arms exposing the mechanism underneath.

B) Locate the female receiving nylon cam attached to each scissor of the reclining mechanism.

C) Line up the male nylon cams attached to the base with the receiving female cam (these will only line up one way). If an "H" base the long legs of the base will be positioned toward the back of the recliner. For swivel bases note the shape of cam pictured in C-1. This will always be toward the front of the recliner. You may need to manipulate the scissors slightly to line up the male and female cams.

D) Push the base down firmly (the base will lock in place completely when sitting in it for the first time. You may hear a click when this lock occurs.).

This angled portion will always be pointed toward the front of the chair when attaching the base.
Step 2 Cont: Attach Base and Release Handle, Continued

**Attach the Release Handle**

A) Locate the hole in the side panel of the right arm.
B) Pass the squared tube of the handle through the hole lining up the hole in the tube with the receiving tube and push pin.
C) Push the squared tube of the handle over the push pin until it locks in place at the correct length.*

* It may be necessary to depress the push pin and push the handle tube in further to attain the correct length. This will vary by style.

---

**Step 3: Attach the Back**

A) To attach the recliner back to the recliner seat locate the male back posts toward the back of the recliner seat and the female brackets attached on the lower side of each recliner back.
B) Line the male back posts up with the female brackets on the seat back and guide the seat back down into place.
C) Standing behind the recliner press down firmly on the back in a quick motion locking the back into place.
D) Attach the loose back fabric to the underside of the back of the seat using the hook and loop strips.

---

Important Information About Your Recliner:

Keep all objects (including children, body parts, pets, wires, etc...) clear of the path of all moving parts during operation.